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Motion granted as to the use of labels such as defendant now uses
on the face and neck of his bottle, or any labels so printed as to
convey the impression that the goods to which they are affixed are
those of the house of "Ed. Pinaud." Also as to the use of the bunch
of flowers blown into the glass on bottles of Eau de Quinine.

ALBANY STEAM TRAP CO. v. WORTHINGTON et al.
(Circuit Court, S. D. New York. April 27, 1896.)

PATENTS-LIMITATION AND INFRINGE)IENT-PUMP REGUI':A.TING VALVES.
The Blessing patent, 207,485, for an improvement in pump regulating

valves, construed in connection with the disclaimer filed April 18, 1891,
and held to be limited to the precise means described, for automatically
regulating a pump for returning to a steam boiler the water of condensa-
tion, by means of a closed system,-that is, one not open to the atmosphere.

This was a suit in equity by the Albany Steam Trap Company
against Charles C. Worthington and vVilliam A. Perry, for alleged
infringement of a patent relating to pump regulating valves.
Cowen, Dickerson, Nicoll & Brown, and Mr. Chapin, for complain-

ant.
Philipp, Munson & Phelps, for defendants.

TOWNSEND, District Judge. The complainant herein alleges
infringement of its patent No. 207,485, granted August 27, 1878, to
James H. Blessing. The patent originally covered generally an
"improvement in pump regulating valves." It consisted in means
for automatically regulating the operation of a boiler feed pump.
The specification stated that it was "particularly useful in feed-
water pumps which return to steam boilers the wateI; of condensa-
tion from heating coils in buildings." The claims as to which in-
fringement is alleged are the following:
"(1) An apparatus, constructed SUbstantially as described, whereby the

amount of water supplied to a pump regulates the operation of said pump.
"(2) A pump regulating apparatus, constructed SUbstantially as described,

and placed intermediate between the water and the pump, whereby the
water passing to such regulating apparatus opens the steam valve of the
pump, which valve is closed on the cessation of the water supply."
In steam-heating systems, when one or more of the coils were

below the level of the water in the boiler, so that the water of con-
densation could not be returned by gravity, a small receiving tank
and return trap were originally used, by means of which the water,
forced from said tank into said trap, opened a valve in a pipe con-
nected with the boiler, and admitted steam pressure into said trap,
which forced the water back into the boiler. This method was
impracticable when heating coils were at a considerable distance
below the water level of the boiler, and where the steam for a
heating <system was taken, by means of a reducing valve, from a
boiler used for other purposes. One way of obviating these ob-
jections was to provide an open receiving tank, from which the
water was pumped back into the boiler. The chief disadvantage
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latter: arrangement the 1088, of heat by the exposure
of !la,id water to theat1p,osphere. :In the device of the pate1jlt in
suit. the water of condensatiqn, automatically. started and stopped
a Poiler feed pump. The patent,a.:Sioriginally granted, covered
any such pump regulating operated by !peans of re-
turn water of condensation. After suit brought on April 18, 1891,
the following disclaimer was filed:
"Your petitioner, therefore, hereby disclaims any apparatus, as induded

in the claims of said patent, which.is ,nqt ,directly connected with the return
pipe, H, 'under the pressure of the return from the heating system without
escape to the atmosphere."

It is unnecessary to consider whether this disclaimer either estops
complainant to contend that the original claims were valid, or so
limits said original claims as to now make them valid. The pat-
ente<i improvement is, in fact, limited by the disclaiiner to what is
known as the "closed system,"-that is, a system wherein the water
of condensation from steam-heating coils is returned to the boiler
without exposure to the atmosphere, and consequent loss of heat.
There is much force in defendant's contention that the invention

attempted to be covered through the operation of the disclaimer
is neither described nor implied in the patent. 'rhe eminent expert
for complainant, Mr. Brevoort, admits that the patent was not in
terms limited to a closed system. 'rhe only advantage of the al-
leged invention, stated in said specifieation, is the automatic con-
trol of the pump.
But, assuming that the disclaimer is valid, let us consider the

question of patentable' novelty and infringement. It is unneces-
sary to examine the whole field occupied by the prior art. The speci-
fication of the patent in suit statps that it was customary to force
the water of condensation back into the boiler bv means of a force
pump, requiring the presence of an engineer to it. Both
open and closed tanks, from which the water 'HIS thus pumped,
were old. The rptnrn-trap system, already considered, was also
a closed system. ltthpl'efore appears tllat the patentee was not
the first inventor of means for returning the' water of condensa-
tion to the boiler without loss of heat.
The decision of this case depends,not upon the validity of the

patent in suit, but upon its scope. It is not anticipated. But, ir-
respective of the general state of the prior art, it appears that Bless-
ing, himself, by his prior patents of 1871 (Nos. 214,257 and 216,403)
had shown other means for returning the water of condensation to
the boiler. loss of heat. In the devices described in these

the w:.lter of condensation acted either upon a diaphragm or
piston, as in the patent in suit it acts upon the pump. But these
devices, as described, because of the variable flow of the return wa-
tel', ,vould" ;not successfully work automatically. Defendants' ex·
pert, thclTfpl'e, first constructed one with modifications, which would
work hy the valves by hand, and afterwards so altered
and adapted it that it would work automatically. It.is not clear,
however, that these modifications did not themselves .involve inven-
tion. The effect, then, of Blessing's prior contributions to the art
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is merely to suit. Assuming the patent to
be properly limited, by the disclaimer, to a closed system, Blessing's
improvement covered the form of apparatus therein described, to
automatically return the, water of condensation to the boiler.
To determine the scope of this alleged invention, and the ques-

tion of infringement, it is necessary to comlider. only a single plant,
as bearing on the state of the prior art already discussed, and to
compare it with defendants' construction. The Syracuse plant was
constructed in 1876. It comprised a closed tank for receiving the
water of condensation, connected with a pump, which pumped said
water back into the bqiler.. Complainant's counsel are forced to ad-
mit the important bearing of this evidence. Speaking of what
Bates, the constructor of this plant, did, they say:
"This work of Mr. Bates was one step ahead of the prior art towards

the invention of the improvement in suit. He did what had never been done
before,-returned the water of condensation under pressure to a boiler car-
rying so high pressure tbat a return trap would not operate."
And this part of the case may finally stand upon their assertion,

that the difference between the prior art, as shown in the Syracuse
plant and the patented improvement, is between regulation by hand
and automatic regulation. The construction and operation of this
automatic regulator must be further explained. It comprises two
disk-shaped vessels, provided with a spring-pressed diaphragm and
two concentric pipes, the inner of which is attached to said dia-
phragm. The return water of condensation enters the larger pipe,
and, when it has filled it and the· space above the diaphragm, the
weight thereof depresses the diaphragm and said smaller pipe and
a valve rod governing a pump regulating steam valve attached to said
pipe, which causes said valve to close, and prevents the steam from
operating the pump. Thereafter, the water, continuing to flow,
passes into said smaller pipe, and also below said diaphragm, until
its upward pressure, plus that of the spring, floats the diaphragm,
elevates said smaller pipe, opens the valve, and admits the steam to
the pump, which pumps the water back to the boiler, and automat-
ically stops when the supply thereof is exhausted.
The state of the art already considered shows that, if this patent

be construed to cover any apparatus adapted to regulate a pump
through the action of the water supplied to the pump, it would be
void. As counsel for complainant. admit in their reply brief, in dis-
cussing the necessity of the disclaimer:
"This new element or governing apparatus, in combination with the open

tank, operates, in substantially the same way as the old open tank, with a
float, and produces the same result, and is, therefore, thus combined, the
exact equivaient of the open tank and float of the Poage patent, the Kokomo
devices, and tbe elevator devices, provided such devices were so combined.
'" '" '" It is not old, except as tbe term is used to express an eqUivalent.
It is old, because, combined with the open tank, it is not patentably new."
If said patent be construed to cover the precise means claimed, as

limited by the disclaimer to the closed system, the defendants do
not infringe. The only device used by them not found in the Syra-
cuse plant is an ordinary float in the return tank, which automatical-
ly governs the operation of the pump. Such floats were used in vari-
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,ous boilers and and IwtaNy ,in the other open
tanks, prior totnie' patent. "Oqmplainant' is 'not entitled' to claim
that this construction is the eQl1ivalent of his patented ,device.
Let the bill be dismissed. (, ', ,

CONSOLIDATED FAST'ENER CO. v. COLUMBIAN FASTENER CO. '
(Circuit Court, N. D! 1:'\ew York. April 23, 1896.)

No. 6.386.
L FEDERAL COURTS-TERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN PATENT CASES.

A New York corporation, whose certificate provides that its principal
business office is to be In the city of New York, but with a further pro·
vision that the location of Its business Is to be in "the city of New York,
and county of New York and state of New York, and such other places
as the company may hereafter select," may be sued In the circuit court
1'01' the Northern district of New York, for an Infringement there com-
mitted, where it has publicly advertised that its place of business was at
a certain town in that district, whiCh announcement was in accordance
:with the fact.

2. SAME-NEW YORK DISTRICTS.
Under Rev. St. U. S. § 657, providing that the original jurisdiction 01'

the circuit courts of the Southern district of New York shall not be con-
strued to extend to causes of action arising in the Northern district of
that state, it Is doubtful whether a corporation can be sued in the South·
ern district for an infringement of a patent committed in the Northern
district, although its charter provides that its principal office is to be in
New York City.

8. PATENT-INFRINGEMENT SUITS-PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION.
Where there have been no adjudications sustaining the patent, If the

court can see that there Is a fair controversy on the two vital questions
of patentability and infringement, the wiser course Is to postpone their
consideration until the final hearing, even though the preponderance 01'
proof may be In favor of complainant.

4. SAME-IMPROVEMENT IN BUTTONS.
A preliminary Injunction upon patent No. 405,179, for an Improve-

ment in buttons, denied, but a bond required of defendant in place thereof.

This' was a suit in equity by the Consolidated Fastener Company
against the Columbian Fastener Company for alleged infringement
of a patent for improvement in buttons. Complainant has moved
for a preliminary injunction.
John R. Bennett, W. B. H. Dowse, and Fred G. Fincke, for com·

plainant.
William A.Jenner, for defendant

COXE, District Judge. The complainant is the owner of letters
patent, No. 405,179, granted to P. A. Raymond, ,June 11, 1889, for
an improvement in buttons. The complainant now moves for an in-
junction, restraining, the defendant from infringing the first and
third claims of the patent upon the ground tliat the validity of the
patent has been established, by long acquiescence and that the de-
fendant clearly infringes; The defendant opposes the motion on the
following grounds: First. The court has no jurisdiction. Second.
The patent is void for want of patentable novelty. Third. The de-
fendant does not infringe.


